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lNTRODUCT'ION

The original proposal for this _research suggested the development of a
high-level language, based on ~ULER, to be implemented as a microcoded
interi]reter.

This language ·was to be extended to include graphics

faciliti.e s. . The res.ult, it was suggested, would be a system well
.
.
'
suited to the d'eve1opm~nt of interactive graphics applications such as

computer-aided -design;

The research reported hero has followed slightly different · lines.

The

LOGO language has been used in place or EU~ER, and 111icrocodirig has not

been employed.

Nevertheless ttwl result ·has been, as intended, the

· developm~nt of a h,i gh-level conversational language with powerful
graphics faciH ties.. The use-;Of a diff.erent language hils, however,

produced a system oriented towards- a rather different class of
applications, .some of which are of cons.iderable interest.

The -unique feature of the system is its eombination of an extremely
simple, . elegant language with ·some fairly general and powerful

features for interactive graphics. · soth of these ingredients have
been developed separately before; but there has been reluctance on the
part of system designers to combine them.

Simple languages of the

LOGO variety have been furnished with graphics functions, but these

have usually been very rudimentary.

Conversely, powerful graphics

facilities have generally been included only in FORTRAN-type languages
unsuitable for the beginning programmer.

,.l1

.

.

......

Therefore it has never been ·
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possible for tha beginner to use, for example, structured pictures as

a basis for understanding programming.

The, sys t~m c_xh i bits .s.ome other · int_
e res.tin_9, (eatur_e~,.

arc specifi~d by meat1s of ~ro~e,d~r:.e s, goner.~lly

application programmer.
. .

Picture parts

wrHten

by the

T:h'3 , pictures which these procedures define

f

.

'..

.

may . th~n be t _
r a_ns.f o,rm~d ~~th the

.

'

a_id. of a ,very simple INSTANCE

LOGO has the unusual capability of being

RECTANGLE specification.

able to execute its own procedure-editing commands as program
statements.

This, , permits
p.rogra:ns
.
.
. to be writ.ten .that build . fresh
:

procedures
from
graph_ic,al
inputs, thus epabling.
the user. . to define .
.
,.
' , .-.
.
.
'

;

symbols ..on-line
as well. as' by
wr.iting
procedure_
$.
.. .
.. . .
.
.
..
'

~

-·

Most of these features of, the L.O~iO syst,em have. been described in the

two publish~~ ~c_c~~nt$, of. th.e sy~_t:em (l,Z),

the moro up-to;.date.

.Q.f

~hich reference (2) is .

1·he remain(.ler of this rEtport build,s on th_e se

published accounts, discussing soma of the more interesting aspects of
the language i_mplementation iiild_exploring _so~e of the implicati9ns for
future research in this ar~a 1.

PART I: IMPLEMENTATION

Implemen~ation of the LOGO ~ys~em raised two ,separate issues: the
desi~n of __ the i _n ter~l'.'eter, and .the tech~iques to be , u_sed in .e r.eating

it.

The first issue . in turn raised a nul!lber of interesting design
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problems. mainly in the areas of. storage management

~n~

3

picture

However the existence of both a detail,d s tudy of an

transformation.

earlier LOQO implementation (3) and a fairly comprehensive discussion
,o f picture transformation software ( 4) considerably simplified these
Implementation strategy remained a problem .of some

probfems.

comple:dty.

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

The original intention was to microcode as much as possible of the

LOGO interpreter.

This was to be done wtth the aid of the writeable

control store on the Interdata Model 4.

A number of problems arose in

the commissioning of this control store, however, so a start was made
on a pilot version of the interpreter in assembly language.

It is

this version, which was never completed, that is described in
reference (1).

The experience gained in writing this pilot version was very valuable,

however.

It demonstrated the difficulty of developing large programs

using the software provided

by

the manufacturers of the Interdata

Model 4; particular problems included the lack of good editing and
debugging programs, and the propensity for errors to occur in assembly
coding.

Some effort was therefore devoted to improving the basic software for
the Interdata.

A subset of,., the well-known QED editor (5) was written
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(6), and a simple hexadecimal debugging program with break-points.
called DDT (7). was developed.

The most significant pieces of

software written to aid in writing the interpreter were, however, the
Tree-mHta metacompiler (8) and the compfler for a high-level system
proyrDmming language known as SNIF (9).

Tree-meta is a fairly well-known system that has been implemented

sever~l. times in the past on medium-to-large scale machines such as
the SOS 940 and the Univac 1108 (10) . · However there is no evidence
that Tree-meta, or any system like it, has been developed for a
machine as small as the Interdata.

Presumably the relatively large

amounts of memory needed by these programs, and the rather inefficient
code they produce, have. seemed incompa tible with the notion of using
small machines.

In this case, however, it was essential to improve on

the Interdata's existing software, and it seemed likely that a subset
of Tree-meta both would provide a basis for effecting this
improvement, and would be a fairly compact program.

Both forecasts

proved true: Tree-meta was extremely helpful in several later
project.s, and was furthermore a relatively small program, capable of
running in less than 24K bytes.

Although the initial ~im was to build a subset of Tree-meta, it soon
became clear that a great deal could be gained

by

instead extending

Trec-1neta beyond the versions previously implemented elsewhere.

The

principal giiin from this approach was · a system that permitted a good
deal of optimising to be performed by Tree-meta-generated compilers,
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hence enabling them to generate compact code.
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A number of new

features were added to Tree-meta that make this optimi£ation easier. t o
design .

Symbol table build i ng features were also added, and this has

greatly extended the range of· languages that Tree-meta can compile .

Tree-meta took obout eight man weeks to develop, and made possible the
implementation of the SNIF language in a similarly short time.

SNIF

is an Algol-based language somewhat similar to Wirth's PL/360 (ll);
It pe r mi ts integer and byte o~erat1ons, · toge~her with limited floating
·- '... ,.

,. :,,'

point operations and operations to manipulate arbitrary bit-fields
:•,

within words.

Recursive procedures are permitted, and the programmer

can also swHch directly into 'Interdata assembly code and back . again
to SNIF,

Procedure paran:iet ers are passed with the aid of a number of

stack-manipulation routine~ that are called via the operating sysiem
us ing illegal instruction codes.

This technique has permitted a

power ful set of trace and breakpoint facilities to be prQvided for
debumJing ,,ur poses.

~ince i lle gal ;instruct.ion trapping is a

ti.me-consuming operation, it cause$ SNIF programs to run rather
slowly; therefore a modified compiler has been developed that replaces
th e illegal instructions by the appropriate sequence of machine
in structions.

One of the great advant.ages of the use of Tree-meta was

the ease with which this sort of alter,ation could. be made.

SNJF was

implemented by the writer and~- S. Cole, in about six weeks.
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INTERPRETER DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

The design of the LOGO interpreter was, as mentioned earlier, based on
published suggestiohs ~oncerning LO~O interpreter design and graphics
softw[1ro design.

This section merely stimmarises the main fe atures 9f

the interpreter and points out differences from the -suggested design.
t

A LOGO interpreter contains a number of separa't e elements , which may
be broadly classified as the ire~ ~torage system, the parser, the
execution handler, and the routines to perform builtftin functions.
The first three of th-se were designed more of less along the lines
suggested in the earlier' published accounts.

The principal departure

was the bse of a single execution stack, favoured because it
simplified memory management.

It was possible to allocate the whole

of free memory to LOGO, and to build the stack downwards from the top

of memory, so that-free storage could be allocated upwards from the
bottom.

Although this simplified free storage and in particular

garbaQe collection, it appears t~at it may have ~dded to the
complexity of the execution routine, and may therefore be an unwise
departure from tradition.

Most of the built-in functions were quite straightforward to design;
the exceptions were the graphics functions.

Although these functions

essentially follow the pattern set in reference (4 ), they differ in a

number of respects.

In partfoular, they use a new approach to the

specification by the programmer
of transformations, in which he uses
_,,

PP.GE

an instance rectangle.

7

As ment i oned in reference (2) , this method

implies the use of a form of cl i pping routine not generJlly used in

graphics systems.

Although this POLYGON clipp i ng is a more elaborate

op eration than normal rectangle clipping, the overall result is a very
strai"ghtforward graphics packago, occupying only 5400 bytes.

·rh e most complex part of the graphics package is not, in fact, the
part that transforms lines and points , but the .part that CONCATENATES
transformations.

In order t o gain speed, the transformation of lines

is performed differently according to whether the current
transformation involves tran s lation only, ' translation and scaling, or

rotation as well.

The concate~ation routine roceives the new

transfotmation parameters, and must decide which class of
transformation will rrext take effect; it then performs the
concutonation, setting up the new set of parameters to be applied to
points and lines.

This is a time consuming operation, since it

involves a number of floating point calculations, and it is therefore
delayed until the last possible moment in case it should prove
unnecessary.

For example, if a subpicture is called in a position

that ljes ~lmost entirely of f-screen, it is possible that none of its
lines will be displayed; therefore concatenation is always delayed
until the first visible line of the new subpicture is encounter~d.
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PART II: RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH

Tho LOGO system was completed only shortly before the research project
came to an end.

Therefore it was not possible to discover much about

th e ~erformance of the system in a variety of applications and
environments.

Instead the main results stem from the techniques
I

developed for implementing the system. and the ideas and techniques
involved in the LOGO system itself .

The system cou l d not have been developed without a chain of earlier
developments which gradually built up the sort of programming
environment in which systems
develop•ect with ease.

of

the complexity of LOGO could be

Th.is chain included the following links:

1.

Th e DDT on·line debugging system;

2.

The QED edit~r. -which greatly simplified the preparation of .
source f i19s;

3.

The MIFS operating system and its associated file system,
developed by fl. S. Cole;

4.

The Tree-meta compiler-compiler;

5.

The SNIF htgh-level system programming language.
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M. S. Cole, besides bnplementing HIFS and collaborating on SNIF, made
;.: nurnher of vHal contributions, such as modifying loagers and
c1.ssemblors to work under the MIFS operating system.

It should be

empha sised th~t oach of these projects was a vital step in the process
of developing an adequat~ pr ,) gramrning environment: for example. MIFS

could not have been easily developed a~d deburged with out DDT and QED;
Tree-meta in turn deptndod on the ~xistencc of QED and MIFS; and SNIF
was only made possibl e ty the existence of Tre3-fueta.

Without a

strategy of this sort, the development of basic software is a tedious
tnsk, and it is not surprising that manufacturers of small mcchines
find $Oftwnre deve;t.opment such a!l 1mn3c essarily time-consuming

process.

Tree-meta is possibly the first successful P9td-compiler developed for
a small ra~chine.

It con tains a nu~ber of pow~rful fe&tures not often

found in such m0ta-ccm~ilcrs, and y&t c~n be run in 24K bytes of
memory.

Featt•res of particu Jar power arc i.ts sy,nbol tti.ble, its rich

set of trce-buidinu a1d tree-scanning routin es, its relatively general
set of integer operat.ioas ~ and its graphi.cal dc.:bugging facility.

This

last feature i s a un{que one: it is provided bJ a separate routine
that can be londed togeti;er wit:; any Tra1:1-m£lta. generated compiler; it
ttwn cau.:;es each new syntax t ree built by the compiler to be dis.played
on th o semen of the 0ra:J~ic s tt'nn:.:·.al.

Although the main use of this

fea~ure sppcars to lie ir teaching and demonstration, it has also
proved very u~6ful for de~uggirg compi lers.
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The other general result of this aspect of the research is the
demonstrable ease with which software of this variety can. be developed
for a small, free-standing machine.

For example, DDT and QED each

took about three weeks to develop; Tree~meta and SNif took six to
eight ~eeks each.

Thus the total investment is eas ily outweighed by

t he udvantages gained.

The implementation of the LOGO system embodied two ideas of
importance , namely the exclusive use of instance rectangles to define
structured pictures, and th e on-line generation of display procedures.
The instance rectangle technique has been dsed by the writer in
previous systems (12), but was ~lways accompanied by alternative
functioni for specifying scale, rotation and translation.

The use of

Jnstance rectangles has a number of advantages in terms of ease of us,
and ease of implementation; in this case its use was particularly
appropriate, since it permitted integer parameters to be u~ed by the
~

LOGO i,rogrammer without restricting his range of tran sformations.

The use of this technique to define ROTATED pictures (i.e . . pictures
containing rotated instances) has some interesting implications which
are discussed at some length in reference ( 2).

As far as

implementation is concerned, the main implication is the need for a
completely different clipping technique; it was in fact . the discovery
of a new technique by Sutherland and Hodgman (13) which made it
possible to extend the range of transformations to include rotation.
This in turn led to the devel~pment of a very simple and compact set
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of graphics routines .

The on-line generation of display procedures was made possible by the
DO function in LOGO, which eff~ctively parses and executes its operand
string.

As explained in reference ( 2), this permits LOGO programs to

~crform procedure defirt,ing and editing commands, and hence to
construct fresh procedures from interactive inputs.

This technique

s olves very neatly one of the principal problems with display
procedures.

whereas pictures defined in the form of data structures

adapt very naturally to the on-line definition of basic symbols, the
display procedure approach generally requires that all procedures be

defined nt com~ile ti-e. With LOGO, however, it is possible to write
•
programs that build basic symbol procedures at run time . LOGO
therefore opens the way to th~ development of new and powerful
programs for picture definition and editing.

The performance figures for LOGO may be of interest.

Speed of

cxecuti.on is. extremely slow: in its initial version, LOGO ran at about

one-twentieth of the speed of PDP-10 i.OGO.

This speed was later

doubled by omitting some time-cons~ming SNIF calling sequences.
Nevertheless the rem~ining difference of a factor of ten cannot be
explained entirely by the difference in power between the Interdata
Model 4 and the PDP-IO.

Undoubtedly some of the design decisions,

such as the use of a single execution stack, adversely affected
execution speed.

·--,. ..·.,,-,~cLt
CC''
fi ,r,,,
81BUOTHEEK Mt-.Tk:
-~ '
" '"·
AMSl'l:flDAM
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At 30K bytes, the LOGO interprete r is also fairly large .
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The SNIF

compiler, which does not produce very compact code, ma~be to blame
for about 20¾ of this.

However even a 24K byte interpreter is rather

bulky to fit in a small, low-cost machine .

A potential solJtion

·appedrs to lie in overlaying parts of Lhe system: in particular the
parser and execution routine may be overlaid into the same space. and
f

the buHt-in functions (of which there are many) can be overlaid into
another space.

In this way an interpreter of 12K to 15K bytes in size

could probably be built.

This section of the report should noi clo~e without a fresh look at
two unattained original objectives: to implement an interpreter for an
EULER•-Hke language, and .to make use of microprogramming.

The

choice

of LOGO over EULER was to some extent accidental, since the first
pilot study was not intended to prejudice the chances of implementing
EULER.

However it becamo clear that a language of the LQGO variety.

if provided with powerful graphics facilities, could be a much more

valid research project than yet another attempt at an Algol-like

graphics language.

One application which has emerged, the use of LOGO

as a basis for a picture editing system, is a vindication of this

change of course.

Microprogranwing was avoided in order to _prevent the research being

held up by the troubles experienced with the writeable control store
on th e Interdata.

The intention was not to avoid microprogramming

altogether. but to develop LOGO first in SNIF. and then to run tests
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to determine which routines and loops were most frequently executed,
after which these portions

ot

the interpreter were to be·rnicrocoded.

This way of utilising microcod ing app ears to be just as effective as

the alternative approach of microcoding as much as possible of the
interp?rot.er and accommodating the rem,lins either in main memory or by
moans nf microcode overl,ays.

Moreover it is .a much easier strategy to

f ollow, particularly if f a irly high-level micropror;ramming aids are

~vaila~le for the final microcoding phase.

In the next section of

this report, microcoding i s suggested as~ potential area for further
work on the LOGO system .

.

PART III: FURTHER AREAS OF RESEARCH

Perhaps one of the most valuable aspocts of this research is the large
number of potential research topics that it has unGovered ~ These
includo the following:

1.

APPLICATIONS OF LOGO.

The LOGO system has many potential

applicat i ons, including teaching, general-purpose str :ng
processing and simple graphics applications.

A particularly

interesting applic~tion is the design of a picture editing
system making use of the DO function in the manner described
earlier .

2.

INSTRUMENTATION OF THE l,.OGO INTERPRETER.

By

means of the
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interpreted procodure calls of SNlF, ono could very easily
compile stat1&tics on relative frequency
various procedures of the interpreter.

or

execution of the

This wo~ld provide a

basis for designing overlays, tor fine-tuning algorithms, and
for microcoding.

3.

MICROCODING THE INTERPRETER.

Instrumentation would lead

naturally to nicroccding critical procedures in the interpreter
in order to gain speed of execution.

4.

EXTENSIONS TO LOGO Obviou:; needs are the file-manipulation
functions, partly coded and never i ncluded, and local variables.
!tis likely that a number of other desirable ex.tensions would

emerge with use of the system.

5.

ON-LINE c.HARACTER RECOGNlTIOfJ.

This could ba performed in the

display terminil, using a program of the Ledeen var iety (14).
This wo11ld arently enhance interaction, and would also couple
very neatly with tho instance rectangle output technique.

6.

HIGH~LEVEL HICROPROGRAMl1HJJ TOOLS.

These would be essential to

aid in the microprogramming of the interpreter.

A particular

need is for a simple means of convarting SNIF procedures to
microcode on an inciividual blsis.

· 7.

INTERPRETIVE TREE-META.

This would greatly ease the development
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of high-level languages , and would provide a rich field for
further research.
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APPENDIX I: TREE-META
This append i x desribes how Tree-meta was implemented og the Interdata
Model 4, discusses some of the features of Tree-meta and · suggests some
improvements that could be made to the system.
Tree-meta has traditionally been defined partly in itself. This
s tateme nt, fashionably recursive, deserves a few words of explanation .
· The ~ree-meta program consists of two parts: the basic subroutine~
that perform input, tree-building, tree-scanning and output; and the
part t hat defines the Tree-meta language and how statements in this
langua ge should be turned into assembly code; It is this latter part,
generally known as TMSPEC, that is written in Tree-meta. The basic
subroutines. known as TMSUB, must generally be written in assembly
code or some equ i valent language.
The standard way of implementing Tree-meta is to start with an
existing implementation on a different machine, which we will . call
Machine A. and convert it to Machine B by means of the following

steps:

1 • . Rewrite TMSUB for Machine B (often a fairly mechanical process
i f the routines have been well documented);

2. • Rewrite TMSPEC to output Machine B's assembly code;

3. Use this new TMSPEC and Machine A's Tree-meta to generate a
new Tree-meta compiler that runs on Machine A but generates
code for Machine B;

4.

Pass the new TMSPEC through this new Tree-meta t9 generate
assembly code.that can be run on Machine 8; .

5.

Assemble and ·load the compiled TKSPEC, togther with the new
TMSUB, on Machine B.

Th i s relatively straightforward approach could not be used for the
Interdata. The only version of Tree-meta available was a PDP-10
version that had been converted by the above process from an earlier
SDS 910 version, and that was consequently without documentation and
very bulky.

Instead the program was built more or less from scratch. First the
TMSPEC definition was pared down to a description of the absolute
minimum program that could compile itself. Then the small number of
basic subroutines needed to support this TMSPEC were written in
· assembly code . The minimal TMSPEC was then hand-compiled into
assembly code (a fairly laborious process). The result was loaded
with the miniature TMSUB to produce a first-pass Tree-meta which,
after some debugging, succeeded in compiling TMSPEC itself. From this
point, it was possible to add refinements and extensions in a
carefully ordered fashion. until the present version wa.s reached.

\
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The initial extensions were basically those needed to bring the system
up to the power of the PDP-10 version, together with some
ueneralisation of Tree-meta's counters into integer variables. The
original Tree-meta provided only one counter, known as W, which could
be stepped up or down and whose contents could be added to the output
strean . The PDP-10 version increased the number of counters to 26,
and called them WA to WZ. It also allowed the contents of counters to
be saved on a stack, and this provided a simple means of assigning the
contents of one counter to another. In the Interdata version, this
·
facility was provided by means of more conventional assignment
statements; th~ ability to construct arithmetic and logical
expressions was added; and eventually (after the addition of the
symbol table) the use of any number of such variables, with arbitrary
strings as names, was permitted.
At various stages, extensions were made to the input and output
functions of TMSUB. For example, the .'text' option in syntax rules
now permits fixed strings to be both recognised and added to the
syntax tree; the t'text' option permits arbitrary strings, not found
in the input stream, to be added to the tree; and the use of strings
as arguments to called output rules now provides greater flexibility
in code generation.
The symbol table facilities are probably the biggest single extension
of Tree-meta beyond the original versions. They allow any compiler to
place the strings that it encounters in a table, and to mark them each
with a type, a value and a level. The compiler can also look up
str i ngs in the table, and extract type, value and level; and it can
scan the table, performing some operation on each entry. These three
functions permit Tree-meta to compile languages involving different
data types with some ease.
The unique feature of Interdata Tree-meta is the graphical tree
display program. This program may be loaded with any Tree-meta
generated compiler, and will then display the syntax tree generated by
each input statement. An example is shown in Figure 1.
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The normal mode of use of this feature is to type in statements to the
compiler from the keyboard. The tree display may be invoked more
often than at the end of each statement: normally the program will
display the input stack and syntax trees whenever the user types a
carriage return, which he may do after each basic symbol of the
statement (see Figure 2). A special mode allows the user to see each
of the trees constructed during output whenever an output rule is
called. This last feature is probably the most useful debugging
feature of the program.

•

Figure 2

The tree display program is quite simple in design. It scans the
syntax tree in two passes, building up a count of nodes at each level
on the first pass, and constructing the tree display on the second.
The node count is necessary for formatting the tree: the width of the
screen is divided equally between all the nodes at each level. During
the second pass, a prefix walk of the tree is made, and the node
counts are decremented as each node is reached. In order to display
the name of each non-terminal node, a string representing the name of
each output rule is stored in the code of the compiler.
The principal problem that . arose with Tree-meta was not its size, but
the size of the output files that it generated, particularly during
the development of SNIF. Therefore the Tree-meta system was modified
to make extensive use of illegal instruction codes in the compilers it
generates. For example, where a compiler generated with the old
version would load a register with a constant and branch to a ntSUB
st1broutine, the same compiler generated with the new version calls the
subroutine by means of an illegal instruction whose register field
contains the constant. Illeaal instructions are trapped by the MIFS
operating system, and pass control to the TMSUB routines via a table.
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This technique permitted substantial reductions to be made both in the
size or output file generated by Tree-meta and in the size of
Troe-meta generated compilers. It also, however, drasiically reduced
l.he sp tie d of corrtpi'lation, a factor which caused some inconvenience
when working with large SNIF programs.
Another factor which caused slow compilation was the poor design of
string storage. Strings are stored sequentially in the order in which
they arc encountered. This technique was copied from earlier versions
of Tr0.e-meta, wh ere it was justified because the string storage area
was allvays cleared after each syntax tree had been completely output.
Wj th ,.he inclusion of thb symbol table, however, the situation
changnd. It became possible for large numbers of strings to remain
permanently in string storage, and hence to slow down considerably the
speed with which any given string could be looked up. In any future .
version of Tree-meta, this ,tspect should be redesigned.
Another aspect of Tree -meta that probably deserves redesign is the
syntax of output rules. In any complex compiler, it is always the
out.put. rules that contain the complexity, and the syntax in which they
are written makes it difficult to get them •right first time. This is
partly because the original designers of Tree-meta tried to make
output rules look somewhat like syntax rules. Thus a conditional
output expression has the form:

ABC/DEF/ G ~ J

etc.

which means, in Algolese:
if A then begin 8; C end else
if D then begin E; Fend else
if G then begin H; J end
etc.
Obviously a more Algol-like syntax would make the meaning of output
expressions more clear. It would also allow integer variable
operations to be included in a more elegant fashion than at present.
Tree-mnta is essentially a compiler-gen~rating system. The programs
it gen eri\tes are intended to accept input source files, and to
genernte object files . Because Tree-meta is described in itself, the
Tree-meta compiler works in the same fashion. This causes.some
inconvenience, particularly when working on large compilers: each time
a mistnke is found, one must return and edit the Tree-meta program,
pass it through Tree-meta (which may take five minutes), and assemble
the result (which may take ten minutes).
It would be attractive for this reason to develop an incremental
vorsion of Tree-meta, which would permit minor changes to be made to a
compiler without a fifteen-minute recompilation. This would imply
compiling syntax and output rules into entries in a table, rather than
machine code. A complete compiler would then consist of the TMSUB
routines, ,t table and a table interpreter. The Tree-meta compiler
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would of course be of .~ similar construction; the TNSUB tbutines would
therefore have to be capable of building and manipulatint fresh
tablos, and thP. operation of interactivoly generating a -n.&w compiler

would Jmply switching between the Tree-meta table and the . table being
g en erated. There is obviously room for a good deal of further work in
this area.

